Cornell MD/MBA and PhD/MBA
Put your healthcare career on the fast track to leadership
The Cornell
MD/MBA and PhD/MBA

What can a dual MD/MBA or PhD/MBA do for me? If you’re an MD at Weill Cornell Medicine or a candidate for a PhD in the Weill Cornell Graduate School of Medical Sciences, you can earn an MBA degree in just 12 months. Our MD/MBA and PhD/MBA dual degrees are for students who want to pursue a career in healthcare leadership or start their own venture.

If you aspire to leadership in a major health organization, pharmaceutical or biotechnology firm, or other health-related business, the dual degree adds a strong foundation in general management to your medical expertise, greatly expanding your career horizons.

If you’re interested in launching your own venture, Johnson’s robust curriculum in entrepreneurship and innovation provides the critical skills and practical expertise you require to develop your enterprise in a medical field. You’ll be able to confidently run an efficient, productive practice in an uncertain and constantly changing environment.

Why Cornell? One of the country’s highest-regarded MBA programs, the Johnson One-Year MBA dovetails seamlessly with your MD or PhD program in Weill Cornell Medicine. Your background aligns with Johnson’s accelerated one-year program, which allows students with advanced scientific degrees and strong quantitative skills to earn a business degree in a compressed timeframe.

At Johnson, you’ll find a diverse community of competitive, supportive MBA students who will stimulate and challenge you. You will experience Johnson’s reputed core and elective curriculum. And you’ll become a lifelong member of one of the strongest, most-engaged networks in the world: Cornell alumni.

You’ll also be eligible for the Lee Family Scholarship, which fully funds tuition for the Johnson One-Year MBA program, thanks to the generosity of Charles R. Lee and the Lee Family Foundation. For details, see the Weill Cornell Medicine website or contact Johnson Admissions.

Earn your MBA in just one year
MD candidate: Between your third and fourth years of medical school, take a one-year leave of absence and join Johnson’s One-Year MBA program in May. Complete the MBA degree requirements by the following May, and return to medical school the following year to finish your MD.

PhD candidate: Apply for the MBA in your final year of graduate school. At the end of that year, join Johnson’s One-Year MBA class in May, complete your MBA by the following May.

Cornell MBA Admissions
mba@johnson.cornell.edu
607.255.4526